Aim: Gene assessment of pancreatic adenocarcinoma disease via protein-protein interaction (PPI) Network Analysis. Background: Diagnosis, especially early detection of pancreatic adenocarcinoma as a lethal disease implies more investigation. PPI Network Analysis is a suitable tool to discover new aspects of molecular mechanism of diseases. Methods: In the present study the related genes to pancreatic adenocarcinoma are studied in the interactome unit and the key genes are highlighted. The significant clusters were introduced by Cluster-ONE application of Cytoscape software 3.4.0. The genes are retrieved from STRING date base and analyzed by Cytoscape software. The crucial genes based on analysis of central parameters were determined and enriched by ClueGO v2.3.5 via gene ontology. Results: The number of 24 key genes among 794 initial genes were highlighted as crucial nodes in relationship with pancreatic adenocarcinoma. All of the key genes were organized in a cluster including 216 nodes. The main related pathways and cancer diseases were determined. Conclusion: It was concluded that the introduced 24 genes are possible biomarker panel of pancreatic adenocarcinoma.
Introduction
1 Cancer is one of the most causes of deaths in the world. One of the most common cancer is pancreatic adenocarcinoma. Pancreatic cancer was ranked the fifth leading death of cancer in the world (1) . Since late detection of pancreatic adenocarcinoma is accompanied with catastrophic situation, it is tried to find the new biomarker panel related to effective prognosis of pancreatic cancer (2) . It is reported that seven miRNAs expression level in pancreatic cancer is altered (3) . PPI network analysis to discover new biomarkers and assessment of different diseases, have attracted great attention of scientists (4) . In this approach many genes, proteins, metabolites or RNAs which are related to a certain disease are collected and organized in an interactive organization as interactome (5) (6) (7) . Each element (the node) plays an especial role in the network. In the scale free type of the networks a few number of the nodes which are characterized as central nodes play crucial roles such as control of the other nodes and facilitating speed of information circulation between the elements of the network (8, 9) . The important features of central nodes are hub-nodes, bottleneck nodes and high value closeness nodes (10) . The key nodes of the constructed network can be introduced as the informative biomarker panel (11) . There are some dense parts (clusters) in a network that the nodes of these regions are interacted closely so they
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control similar pathways. The clusters form cores in center of the networks (12) . Gene ontology (GO) that exposes molecular function, cellular components, biological processes and the biological pathways can be used as a useful tool to analysis of the role of a gene in biological environment (13) . In the present study, pancreatic adenocarcinoma PPI network is constructed by Cytoscape software by using the genes of STRING data base. The candidate biomarker panel and the related biological pathways are introduced.
Methods
The significant related proteins to pancreatic adenocarcinoma are extracted from String data base (14) . The 794 proteins correlated to pancreatic adenocarcinoma were found by disease query of STRING data base. This data base is one of the Cytoscape software 3.4.0 applications that provides interaction information from three different panels including disease query, protein query and PubMed query. The strength of protein interaction can be fitted for the network construction. The proteins were interacted via undirected edges and appear as an interctome unit by cytoscape software. The network was analyzed considering centrality parameters. The most important central parameter is degree value and the high value degree node is called hub-node. The hub-nodes were selected based on degree value more than mean+2SD (15) . The numbers of 37 nodes were determined as hub-nodes. Two important central parameters are betweenness and closeness centralities. The 5% top nodes based on betweenness (16) and closeness values were selected as bottleneck nodes and high value closeness nodes. The common nodes between the selected three groups were identified as crucial nodes. The significant clusters (P-value≤0.001) of the network were determined by Cluster-ONE application of Cytoscape software (9) . The elements of the main cluster enriched via gene ontology by ClueGO v2.3.5 plugin of Cytoscape (17) . Chemical pathways were extracted from KEGG.
Results
There are certain genes related to diseases in STRING database. The number of 794 genes were retried for pancreatic adenocarcinoma. The constructed network was included 145 isolated and one paired nodes and a main connected component specified with 647 nodes. Network density and cluster coefficient were 0.040 and 0.397 respectively. It is corresponded to a relatively uncondensed network. However, cluster analysis showed that there are three significant clusters in the network (see figure 1) . The network was analyzed based on centrality parameters. The crucial nodes (number of 24 key genes) as are described in material and methods, were determined and accompanied with their centrality parameters such as degree, betweenness centrality and closeness centrality tabulated in table 1 . Surprisingly, all off the 24 important nodes are presented in cluster-1 and cluster-2. As it is depicted in figure 1 these clusters include 216 and 150 nodes respectively. It seems that these clusters are the main functional and structural parts of the network and cluster 2 are like a subcluster of cluster-1. In the other hand, presence of the 24 crucial node in the cluster-1 indicates that these nodes play main role in controlling of the network. The degree distribution curve (see figure 2 ) is corresponded to scale free network. In this type of the networks the most nodes have low amounts of degree and just a few nodes are characterized with high values of degree. Since the 24 introduced key genes are the main elements in the network, their connections as a subinteractome is shown in figure 3 and the related biological pathways were assessed via gene ontology enrichment analysis (see figure 4 ).
Discussion
Analysis of different diseases has attracted attention of researchers and scientists in the biology and medicine fields. Some gastrohepato diseases are targeted by the experts in bioinformatics and medical informatics (18, 19) . There are several molecular investigations especially genetic approaches about pancreatic adenocarcinoma. However, there is a report about switching angiogenic to pancreatic cancer but there is no complete gene analysis about pancreatic adenocarcinoma (20, 21) . In current research the scale free PPI network of pancreatic adenocarcinoma is constructed and was analyzed.
The number of 24 crucial nodes which are organized in dense part of the network were introduced as the key elements of the network. Presence of all the key nodes in the 2 significant clusters indicates that the crucial nodes are selected in a right method. In the other hand, the compressed linkages between the key nodes (as depicted in figure 3 ) are corresponded to interactive role of each one to control the network integrity. TP53, AKT1, EGFR, EGF, MYC and HRAS are the six well known genes that their expression level alterations in various cancers are reported frequently. There are some evidence that indicates the coloration between these genes expression changes and hepatogastro diseases (22, 23) . Cowgill et al. reported mutations in TP53, KRAS, SMAD4 (DPC4) and P16 (CDKN2) genes in pancreatic cancer patients (24) . Expression change of ALB in several cancers is highlighted. However, ALB is a blood carrier which mostly is involved in molecular transport (25) . Creactive protein/ALB ratio was used as a pancreatic cancer index by Haruki et al. (26) . The relationship between GAPDH and colorectal cancers (CRCs) is investigated in the mutant cells which are attributed to CRCs. In the mutant cells GAPDH was affected ;however, the normal cells was not (27) . VEGFA mediated inhibition of several cytokines in the cultured pancreatic cancer cell line is discussed in details (28) . Insulin, the main product of pancreas is well known hormone with central role in body metabolism. Insulin expression change is main feature of diabetes (29).
There is a potent relationship between pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma and diabetes. This disease is the most common and lethal feature of pancreatic cancer (30) . It is reported that PIK3CA mutations can lead to pancreatic tumor beginning (31) . The role of JUN in cell proliferation is confirmed (32). Tessari et al. were shown that the proto-oncogene C-Jun staining is a suitable approach in pancreatic cancer study (33 cancer including pancreas cancer was corresponded to effect on several biological processes such as apoptosis, cell cycle regulation (39 (47) . It is a useful approach if the target genes of the detected microRNAs be analyzed.
The highlighted pathways and the related diseases in figure 4 are a clear schema of relationship between these genes and the various types of cancers. Thyroid, prostate, bladder, breast and endometrial cancers accompanied with melanoma and glioma are presented in the figure 4. Yellow color which refers to "pathways in cancers" is seen in almost all of the represented circles. The significant pathways including VEGF signaling pathway, MTOR signaling pathway and Rap1 signaling pathway are attributed to the 24 crucial genes. VEGFA is the gene of row-3 in table 1. It can be proposed that a combination of a few number of these genes in a feature of a suitable biomarker panel is a useful tool in diagnosis and prognosis of pancreatic adenocarcinoma.
In conclusion 24 genes were introduced as possible biomarker panel related to pancreatic adenocarcinoma. However, each one of them separately or in combination (68) with the other are related to the other cancers, more investigation in the field can lead to representation of a suitable biomarker panel among them.
